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Congress tables
parking again
4

by Scott Runyon
»editor-in-chief

Student Congress tabled Old
eBusiness—a proposal from the
parking committee to resolve the
problem of student parking on
'campus—and devoted their last
meeting to other issues making this
the second consecutive meeting
where parking has been tabled
.(postponed until next meeting).
All 28 Congress members were
present at this the first Congress
•meeting of the semester on Jan. 14.
During Congress meetings
throughout last semester and
including the first meeting this
^semester, a number of Congress
members have voiced their concern
T
lhat too much time is being spent on
>things which are less vital, leaving
important issues like parking tabled.
Representatives from Congress
<have heard many of their constituv ents express concern about the parking situation. The primary issue
• seems to be that there are not enough
spaces in reasonable places in relation to the number of registered
1
vehicles on campus. In addition the
, issue topped the brainstorming list
of important issues Congress devel'oped at the beginning of last se.mester.
Carrie Borchers ('95) spoke out
at the last meeting. As a member of
>the parking committee, she showed
dissatisfaction that the parking issue
'had been tabled again. She later
>commented, "It's frustrating for me
and other members of the parking
committee since we worked so hard
*on it [the proposal] and Congress
> won't see it until weeks later."
Robin Wagner ('95), chair of the
'parking committee, agrees/This is
,a problem we were working on all
fall semester.... We should step this
up a little more. It's always on the
^agenda, but we never get to it," she
said.
Holly Moore ('93), Congress
^president, feels that they haven't
reached some ite^ns in the agenda
because Congress has to deal with
T
so many other important concerns
jfrom organizations like the
Environmental Issues Group (Jan.
f
14) and funding requests from vari-

ous organizations like The Anchor
(Dec. 3).
Borchers feels Congress has been
stalled in meetings and making
decisions because of a certain
combination of people who like to
discuss issues. "A lot of us have
opinions on a lot of things," she
said. "If we worked together more
as a unit, we wouldn't waste so
much time."
Wagner agrees. "It depends on
where you place importance. [In
Congress] it's hard to decide where
the priorities are," she said.
Before the parking proposal is
put into action, Congress needs to
discuss it. They plan to do this at
their meeting tomorrow night.
Congress will have the opportunity
to add to it, subtract from it or make
helpful suggestions. They will then
need to draft an updated version
reflecting their discussion and get it
to the Administration and Board of
Trustees. The Administration will
have the opportunity to amend it
and this process is likely to take
some time, according to Borchers.
"There is no way it can be
implemented before next semester,"
Moore said speaking of the nature of
the proposal.
Following are the items covered
during the Jan. 14 Congress meeting:
• Public Relations took a group photo
for an upcoming alumni paper
• Moore ('93), gave her opening
remarks concerning t-shirts, welcome back, details about tickets sales
to see Danny Glover, volunteers for
a mediation program from the Holland Police.
• Chuck Melchiori, from the food
service informed Congress about the
new debit card system the food
service has started and answered
questions.
• Environmental Issues Group asked
for the support of Congress to put
together a recycling proposal and
answered questions.
• brief reports from two boards
• brief financial report
• discussion about changing the time
of Congress meetings because of
class conflicts.
• announcement about a party everyone was invited to the next day.
For more detailed minutes see
page two.

Service celebrates
M.L. King's legacy
by Jenn Gavin
staff reporter

>

In honor of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.'s birthday, Hope College
held a service in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel on Monday,
January 18.
Entitled "Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Let's Celebrate in a
Service of Commitment and
Community," the service included
a sermon by Dr. Hubert G. Locke.
Locke is Dean Emeritus and
professor with the Graduate School
of Public Affairs of the University
of Washington. This was his
second appearance on the Hope

College campus within a year. He
also spoke in April of 1992 during
another service held in King's
honor.
The program included music
from area choirs and selected
perfomers, other participants from
the Hope and western Michigan
communities, as well as readings
from theOldandNew Testaments.
Musical performers included
the Hope College Chapel Choir,
the Westshore Gospel Workshop
Choir, the Holy Trinity Choir of
Muskegon and others from the
Hope and area community.
Dr. Weli Mazamisa of the

see KING page 8
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STUDENTS HEAD BACK TO CLASSES for the spring semester. A big snowstorm
left the campus snow-covered, Inducing many students to head outside to capture
photos of their favorite campus sights.

Food service adds options,
introducing debit cards
by Rachel Karpanty
staff reporter
Creative Dining Services is offering a service where Hope people
can purchase food in Phelps and the
Kletz using a piece of plastic, their
ID.
Not to be confused with a credit
card, a prepayment is required to
use the service.
Also unlike the Kletz card, which
is offered to students who have over
70 credits, the new Hope College
DEBIT DEBIT! service is available
to anyone at Hope and may be used
at any time to purchase items from
the Kletz or Phelps whenever they

are open.
"It addresses the concern for
safety because students no longer
have to carry cash to utilize the food
service," said Chuck Melchiori, food
service director. "It's very easy to
use, simple and convenient."
There's a mininium $ 10 ($10.40
with tax) initial deposit which will
provide $11 of buying power with
Bonus Bucks, a 10 percent bonus
given to each purchase.
The card works on a declining
balance system. Each time a purchase is made, the card is scanned,
and the money is automatically removed from the card.
"I am really excited about this
service," Kletz manager Sandy

Harmon stated. She also spoke of
the efficiency and convenience of
this new card. This service alleviates
the hassle of carrying extra cash,
allows easy access for students and
permits parents to fund their
student's snacking, according to
Harmon.
Future plans for the DEBIT!
DEBIT! card include the possibility
of expanding its usage to areas such
as laundry facilities, the bookstore
and various vending machines
throughout campus.
The addition of the new DEBIT!
DEBIT! card will eliminate the need
for the currently available Kletz Card
and the Kletz 10 lunch-plan.

Glover, Justice tickets go on sale
by Scott Runyon
editor-in-chief
For only three days, students will
have sole rights to purchase tickets
to see Danny Glover with partner
Felix Justice as they present "An
Evening With Langston and Martin"
at 8 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 7 in
Dimnent Chapel.
Tickets for students are available
today through Friday (Jan. 20-22).
Each student may purchase one
ticket, for $2 in the Office of Student
Development in the DeWitt Center
from 8 a m . to 5 p.m.
According to Holly Moore (*93),
Student Congress president, tickets
are available to students first because
the event is organized by and for
students.
Members of the College's faculty
and staff can purchase tickets for $5
on Monday, Jan. 25. Remaining
tickets wiU be available to the general
public on Tuesday, Jan. 26, for $12.
There will be a free simulcast
presentation in the Knickerbocker
Theatre on Eighth Street, although a
ticket will be required.
There will be 1100 tickets avail-

able for seating in the chapel and theatre under Robert Johnson and
500 for the Knickerbocker.
John Collins in San Francisco, and
The pair will be delivering the Julie Bovasso in New York. He has
theatrical reading interpreting some been acting and directing for 28
works of Martin Luther King Jr. and years.
Langston Hughes through the
King (1929-68) was a black reliStudent Speaker Series. The series gious and civic rights leader bom in
was organized by Student Congress Atlanta, Ga. who was known for his
and the Office of Student powerful oration. He rose to national
Development in conjunction with prominence by supporting passive
Black History Month.
resistance to segregation and leadThis year's performance is the ing a year-long boycott (1955-56)
second in the speaker series of the segregated bus line in Montfollowing last year's success with gomery, Ala. King was awarded the
Alex Haley, author of fioo/s and The Nobel Peace Prize in 1964. He was
Autobiography of Malcolm X.
shot to death in Memphis, Tenn.
"The purpose of the Student while planning a multiracial Poor
Speaker Series is to bring well- People's March.
known people to Hope College who
Hughes (1902-67) was a black
will enrich the students' lives," poet bom in Joplin, Mo. He was a
Moore said. "And with February major figure in the Harlem
being Black History Month, this is Renaissance often depicting urban
especially appropriate."
black life. His poetry books include
Glover has starred in films such The Weary Blues (1926) and Oneas The Color Purple, the Lethal Way Ticket (1949). Among his other
Weapon series, Silverado, Preda- work are children's books, plays and
tor 2, and Grand Canyon. In Feb- novels.
ruary he was inducted into the Black
The visit is being sponsored by
Film-makers Hall of Fame.
Congress, President John H.
Justice grew up in Florence, S.C., Jacobson and the Cultural Affairs
and is the father of four. He studied Committee.

/

Congress supports Environmental Issues Group's work
by Scott Runyon
editor-in-chief
Student Congress demonstrated
their support of the Environmental
Issues Group (EIG) last Thursday
strengthening the organization's efforts to help create a more extensive
recycling program at Hope.
They unanimously agreed to send
a letter to the Board of Trustees and
the Administration showing that
students support EIG efforts to research paper products which are not
hazardous to the environment.
Although they have not
completed a proposal yet, EIG is
planning to make requests later in
the semester concerning recycled
paper and more recycling bins for

the campus providing flexibility to
recycle different kinds of materials.
They hope to have something in
place by the time school begins in
the faU of 1993.
"We are going to present
something to the Board of
Trustees...and thought it would be
good to first take it to Student
Congress to show that students are
interested," said Cara Sonnemann,
chairperson of EIG.
"We have tocomplete the cycle,"
she said. "If we are going to recycle
we need to support the market for
these goods."
According to Sonnemann, the
organization would like to see the
College adopt a plan to begin using
recycled paper in all the copy ma-

chines on campus. Currently, about dust, the more service calls to clean recyclied paper is always increas10 million copies are made yearly at the machines. Maybury explained ing.
He mentioned that Hope would
that the cost would be too high with
Hope.
Hope has considered using the number of service calls the consider a different vendor if anyrecycled paper but has found some machines would require using 50 body knew of a company that could
barriers in the way. Paper is available percent recycled paper. In turn this provide a cost effective product thfit
<
which is composed of 10 to 100 would mean higher costs per copy, would be efficient.
EIG is concerned about more than
percent recycled material. However, requiring the school to subsidize
the vendor the school now purchases expenditures, an idea with which he just the use of recycled paper. Thtfy
are also concerned about paper mi^s
from does not carry paper with a is uncomfortable.
Sonnemann feels any move to producing organochlorines, a toxic
recycled content less than 50 percent. According to Greg Maybury, recycled material would be desir- byproduct when paper is bleached
director of information systems and able. Even using a 10 percent re- with chlorine gas. This processes
administrative services, who is also cycled paper is "one more step to- currently used to make the paper the
involved with Hope's recycling ward an environmentally friendly College uses bright white.
The alternative the group hiis
program, this causes some dust campus," she said.
Maybury runs experiments each pointed to is an oxygen-bleached
problems.
The larger the recycled content year with recycled paper to assess paper which does not use chlorine
of the paper the more dust it creates the amount of dust created in Hope's and is not hazardous to the environin the copy machines and the more machines because the quality of the ment.

Deep Space Nine launched
by Dirk Joldersma
features editor
The Star Trek phenomenon is
being continued in its best traditions
with the release of the new series
Deep Space Nine. This newest addition to the Star Trek family has
received rave reviews from those
most qualified to
comment
the
4
Trekkies."
Deep Space
Nine has stimulated an extremely
Deep s p
high level of interest
among
Trekkies, and this
is reflective of the
growing popularity
of the science-fiction genre. This
season, six new science-fiction
made-for-T.V. movies or series are
being released, a number unparalleled in recent television history.
Currently, Star Trek: The Next Generation is the number one ranked
show among male viewers between
the ages of 18 and 45, according to
TV. Guide.
Apparently, the growing popu-

larity of science-fiction has led to
higher quality programming. Deep
Space Nine, which began syndication two weeks ago, has received
almost unanimous praise. TV Guide
describes it as "a love match" with
the audience, and local fans have
called it "passionate" and "off to a
strong start."
Deep Space
Nine is a space
station orbiting
the
planet
B'jor, a planet
whose people
A c e nine
have just freed
4
a • ""
themselves
from the rule of
a cruel race
known as the
Cardassians.
The Federation
has been called in to provide relief
efforts and govern the space station.
The fact that the station is located
next to a worm-hole which provides
near-instantaneous travel between
far reaches of space, helps to provide fuel for future plots.
The crew of Deep Space Nine are
confronted with an unhappy, poverty-stricken planet simmering with

political and racial tensions. In this
bleak setting evolve questions involving loyalty, greed and racial relations. These gritty problems are
what attract Trekkies, some of whom
have been disappointed by perceived
over-optimism in The Next Generation.
'The Next Generation is The
Cosby Show oi science-fiction," Erik
Rossing said.
Deep Space Nine's toughness is
demonstrated by one of the mostloved characters, a shape-changing
alien chief of station security named
Odo. His attitude is sharp and
combative, even amongst his fellow
station officers. This kind of attitude was indiscernible in previous
Star Trek spinoffs, and this realism
is appreciated.
Deep Space Nine has made an
immediate impact on science-fiction
fans, on Hope's campus and
throughout the general T.V. audience. It already has established a
core audience of dedicated watchers, and this audience will continue
to grow if the hard-hitting realism
that seems so popular right now
continues to dominate the creation
of this weekly series' rookie season.

Demolition of houses to benefit
both campus and community
by Julie Blair
campus editor
In a joint effort to beautify the
City of Holland and expand the Hope
College campus, Hope College and
the Lumir Corporation, a company
which invests in realestate and
restoration, demolished five houses
on the corner of 9th Street and
College over the holidays.
The four College-owned
converted apartments were
dilapidated and of no use to the
school, said Bill Anderson, vicepresident of business and finance.
Three or four ash trees were also
removed from the site, casualties
whose root systems were too close
to the foundations of the houses to
save. The trees will later be replaced,
Anderson assured, and the lot will
be landscaped with hardwood trees.
With $400,000 property value,
Hope College officials contemplate
constructing another residence hall
facility in the 9th Street area, a longterm option the Administration has
been exploring for some time.
Another option might be to convert
the land into a parking lot to help
ease the congestion of the 850
student vehicles permitted on
campus.
"[The houses] were detracting

4
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ANOTHER ONE GONE: one of five houses torn down
along 9th Street.
from the College and the
downtown," Anderson said. "The
City and the College are making the
best effort to revitalize... we want
the best use for the property."
Also in the works is a lot purchase
on Lincoln and 9th Street, vacant
land which is currently owned by
the railroad which could provide
parking on the perimeter of the
campus. In addition, the College
continues to explore options as to
the future use of the property owned
on the north west comer of Columbia and 9th Street behind Skiles

Tavern.
"It might be used for Dykstra
Hall residence parking," Anderson
said.
Both the Administration and
student groups continue to seek
solutions to ease the plaguing
parking problems, but fear laying
more pavement might lead to a
concrete jungle campus.
A Student Congress research
committee will submit solutions to
Congress Thursday. If passed, the
proposal will then be discussed with
the Administration.

l

Student Congress minutes
by Eric Fielding
Student Congress secretary
Meeting, December 10,1992
Financial Report
•WTHS has already earned 90
percent of its earnings goal.
•SAC is earning more than expected on its movies. The Anchor
and Milestone are on budget.
•There is $4,400 left in the Student
Activities Budget.
•There is $6,540 in a rollover fund
which can be used for emergencies.

that Phelps residents were dis-x
turbed that they must take all pa-^
per off their doors and that one of
the generators has made noise since7
it snowed.
•Carrie Borchers reported that
Kollen residents are upset abouf
some misquotes in The Anchor,
about vandalism in their residence
hall and that the problem isn't asT
bad as stated and that innocents
residents do not want to pay for^
others' actions.
•Robin Wagner reported that the*
lighting in College East apartments,
is poor.
•Alison Schaap reported that her
cottage gets too hot and that resi-^
dents can't control the heat level.

Board Reports
•Administrative Affairs Board and
Women's Issues Committee: discussed the revised Sexual Harassment Policy to be voted on.
Meeting, J a n u a r y 14,1993
T
•Campus Life: discussed last year's
pledges' grades during pledging, Financial Report
,
approved the dates of Rush and Same as the meeting of Dec. 10.
Pledging, and discussed its agenda
for the rest of the academic year. New Business
<
•Chuck Melchiori of Creative
Committee Reports
Dining Services announced that
•Appropriations: denied an
the food service is introducing a^
request for a machine to generate debit card system. This system isf
halftone pictures.
not to replace the meal plan, but to
•Athletic: discussed the MIAA supplementit. A10 percent bonus^
meeting which took place last se- is added to each dollar. Therefore^
mester.
if a student wants to deposit $10
•Multicultural Affairs: talked into a debit card account, they p a /
about hiring an interim and (by $ 10.40 (including tax), but get $ 1 li
Fall '93) a permanent director of in debit money to be spent on
multi cultural life to replace Mary meals in Phelps or any food item at
Newbem-Williams.
the Kletz.
r
•Religious Life: discussed chang- •Representatives from the Enviing chapel time and content.
ronmental Issues Group presented'
•Residential Life: discussed the their proposal for Hope College ta
computer shortage problem and join with Holland schools in.
some long-term goals for parietal purchasing recycled paper prodchanges.
ucts. This may necessitate a $2 tor
•Student Communications and $4 increase in tuition. A motion to^
Media: heard the Milestone and support this proposal was passed
Opus progress reports and re- unanimously. A letter of support1
evaluated the role of Opus since it will be written and sent to the<
has been inviting poets to speak on administration and Board of
campus.
Trustees after approval tomorrow.
The Congressmeeting time was>
Old Business
changed from9:30p.m. to I0p.m v
• The ticket prices for the Student on Thursday nights.
Speaker Series which is hosting
t
Danny Glover on Feb. 7 were set: Board Reports
x
Students: $2, Faculty: $5, and •Campus Life: will meet on Jan.
community: $12.
19 at 11 a.m. in the Barber Room^
• The ad hoc Parking Committee •Administrative Affairs: Anothen
presented their proposal to improve College's sexual harassment^
parking on campus. This proposal policy wasreviewedand our policy
y
is pending.
discussed.
i.
New Business
Announcements
• Vice President Joe Kuiper pre- •The Holland Police Department
sented a proposal for a student is recruiting people for theii'
information desk. This proposal Peacemakers Mediation Progranv
will also be considered soon.
Participants will be trained. This
is an excellent opportunity ft/
Constituent Reports
anyone in the Social Science field/
•Joanne VanGenderen reported
f
T
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Editorial

Congress needs efficiency

f
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Student Congress coverage
In The Anchor this week and
throughout this semester you will
notice a different kind of coverage of Student Congress.
I have recognized that they are
a very important decision making
body on campus and feel the
issues they deal with are very
significant to every student at
Hope.
Last semester, we ran a
column by Eric Fielding, Congress secretary, telling you what
happened during the meetings.
Now I am adding stories which

deal with the decisions they make,
various issues that are discussed
and, at times, things you should
know about that happen during the
meetings.
In this issue, there are a couple
stories and an editorial which deal
with Congress. One story is on a
proposal from the Environmental
Issues Organization (page two) and
the other is concerning a parking
item that was tabled (page one).
Some of the articles may not be
flattering, but I feel that you
should know about the negatives

Scott Runyon
editor-ln-chlef
as well as the positives, since
Congress is so very significant on
campus.

Letters to the editor
' Dear Editor,
,
This letter concerns the fact that
the Social Activities Committee
>
(SAC) sponsored a mind reader
> and psychic magician to come to
Hope College.
I would really like SAC to con> sider also inviting my grandfather
to perform once. He is a school
' teacher and as a hobby he is a black
> witchcraft magician. Of course his
> talent using blackt magic would be
used to entertain Hope students.

But I would like to point out, that the
title of his position "black witchcraft
magician" is what is given him in
India, and therefore if he were to
come to Hope College, we would
have to change that name to something American and something that
would gain acceptance even in
Christian organizations. Well, I think
something like "psychic miracle
worker and mind reader" would suit
his role the best.
I think it is pitiful that SAC

brought in to perform at a Christian
College what Americans call euphemistically a "mind reader and
psychic magician." I am sure the
money could have been used to promote events other than those welcoming the dark side of the spiritual
realm, since those who provide
S A C s budget attend a Christian
College.
Thoughtfully and provokingly,
Feler Bose ('95)

£ tudent Congress is certainly a very powerful and
significant organization at Hope College. They have been
and will be'dealing with issues that matter and are important
to students, like campus safety and lighting, a student
speaker series, appropriation of over $160 thousand dollars
to student organizations, parking problems and
miscellaneous concerns students have about life in dorms,
and around campus.
One only needs to read through the minutes of their
meetings (see page two) to realize the span of issues they
consider and discuss to realize that they address these
issues. Perhaps they have not been given enough credit for
what they do. But there is another issue.
But Congress has recently tabled the issue of parking
twice. This wasn't a problem with understanding the
importance of the issue. After all, they have seen its
significance and acted to do something about it by setting up
a task committee. They surely understand also the whole
process the proposal needs to go through before it can take
effect. Yet something seems to have blocked that process.
In response, members of Congress have expressed
frustration because they have a history or not reaching all
the items on the agenda. They feel stifled because important
issues get tabled.
Carrie Borchers ('95) hit it on the head when she said "a
lot of us have opinions on a lot of things." This can be seen
clearly by sitting in on their meetings. Every issue seems to
need an exorbitant amount of discussion—even the decision
to change the Congress meeting time by half an hour took
about 15 minutes. And they complain about meetings
lasting longer.
So what can be done to help Congress get to the issues
that are most important? Here are some constructive options:
•Prioritize the agenda and cut out less important items (the
whole agenda is seldom completed)
•Keep in mind the student body represented with every
issue putting aside personal conflicts
•Limit discussion on less important issues
•Be willing to compromise to benefit the student body
•Discuss procedural points of agenda during pre-Congress
cabinet meetings and come to Congress with options
•"work together as a unit" to save time. (Robin Wagner)
The Anchor hopes these will be considered as
constructive suggestions for Congress so that they will be
able to keep a focus on the what is important and regain the
enthusiasm they once had during their campaigning time
for the positions thay now hold.
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The danger seems to exist, in
this age, of people fearing silence.
>
Sound, whether musically
> harmonious or the noise of modem^ day machines at work, seems to
constantly embrace each one of us
' like an embryonic sack.
»
A more disturbing silence,
^ though, than when your car radio
breaks can be the silent dark of a
'well that can engulf the world
< around you as you finish reading
> your poem to a full class, or as the
' dying note of your piano playing
^ fades into the ceiling and walls
r before a somber-faced jury, or—in
what can seem the most delicate art

Silence, your friend
Eric Wampler
of all—telling someone close to you being you are potentially communisomething you're far from proud of. cating yourself to. That's great. But
The nod of approval, the clapping if you absolutely cannot stand the
of hands, the quiet "I understand"— silence, if you absolutely need enthese are all the things that we hope couragement, you are going to
will catch us as we make the leap into have a hard time of it when, as you
the dark silence. These are things we eventually must, you look towards
count on, and they are valuable and just yourself, encounter the silence
beautiful in their own way. But that—despite our e f f o r t s these are the things that, perhaps, we enshrouds every one of us.
should be able to act without
It is this silence that can be the
When you rely on—when you most unforgiving. It is in this silence
need—encouragement in order to do that you must learn to feel the purity
something, the question of "who" of your actions. It is this silence that
comes into being. Whoisitfor. you you must love.
or the audience?
When the silence is your friend,
There's absolutely nothing wrong j perhaps then your ear will be able to
when you want to do something for tmly hear the beautiful music of
the audience, for the other human your actions.
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As I was saying
Mellissa Endsley

The art in cereal
"The art of a person is the true mirror of their mind."
—Jawaharlal Nehru
you would like to do to shape up
A certain advertisement has
your body in 1993, if anything at
been running through my brain
for the past couple of weeks. It is all, try dealing with your body as
the commercial for Frosted Mini- if it were a shrine—where you
should wOTship instead of a
Wheats. You know, where all of
problem that you must be
the health conscious adults turn
stressed out about. Envision your
into little kids who crave sweet
body as a work of art. Consider
cereals?
you physique as your own
Well, I have been thinking of
personal masterpiece and treat it
a particular man in these comaccordingly.
mercials. He is a giant body
By taking this approach to
builder in the beginning of the ad
your appearance you can
and because of his obvious
eliminate all sorts of mental
concern about staying in shape,
dilemmas about your body. For
he seems to be pleased to find
instance, it seems like everybody
out that Frosted Mini-Wheats
is always wanting to look like
contain no fat or salt.
somebody else, you know?
Then, when the advertisers
People are always looking in
flip the mini-wheats over and
magazines and saying "gosh, I
show him all of the frosting on
wish I could look like that
the other side, he flexes his
person."
muscles and says something like
Well, if you think of yourself
"I can't put all that sugar into this
shrine." The shrine he is referring as a work of art, the desire to
look like somebody else can be
to here is his body. That is the
eliminated. This is because in the
part of the commercial that has
world of art, pieces are praised
stuck with me for a while.
I have been thinking about it a for their originality and uniqueness. Just think, if there were a
lot lately, as I see all of the new
thousand Mona Lisa's, her
diet advertisements that seem to
picture would not be as valuable
creep up everywhere during the
as it is today.
month of January. After the
Another hang-up that can be
holidays, magazine covers, radio
advertisements, and billboards all eliminated by treating yourself as
across the U.S. become obsessed a work of art is the feeling that
you must be dressed and made up
with sharing their tricks and
a certain way in order to hide
tactics concerning how to shed
extra weight, and how to get your your natural flaws. If you picture
yourself as a work of art, then the
body in shape for a healthy new
year.
notion of hiding behind anything
seems absurd. I mean, would
We hear about all sorts of
different ways to improve
your ever buy an interesting
ourselves, everything from eating sculpture and then cover it all up
with concealing paint and hide it
only grapefruit to learning to
under drop cloths? Probably not.
dress 10 pounds thinner.
The greatest thing about
Now, I'm not knocking these
picturing your body as a piece of
messages about shaping up and
getting fit I think that fitness is a art is the natural desire you will
wonderful and extremely
haveto^howitoff. Yes, show it
important part of our society.
off I said! Just like you would a
great painting. Polish it up, and
Instead, I am with the helpful
show it off the way nature
inspiration of the Frosted Miniintended you to be seen. It is up
Wheats body builder guy,
offering dieters, shaper-uppers,
to you whether you want to be a
and everyone who is trying to
breathtaking vision or some sort
be fit a new way to think about
of abstract work that requires
careful attention to detail.
their bodies and the way they
care for them.
Whatever type of art you
decide to be, be happy about it
I am proposing that people
think of their body much like the
Be proud of your work of art and
Frosted Mini-Wheats body
be sure to invite others to join in
builder guy does: as a shrine.
and become a part of your gallery
of beauty.
Really. Before you decide what

A&E
Sculpter explores irony
of protective 'bunkers'
by Mellissa Endsley
arts and entertainment editor
An exhibition of sculptures by
Israeli artist Eldad Shaaltiel is being
displayed in the gallery of the DePree
Art Center until Feb. 5.
In the gallery one can see part of
a collection of 23 glass sculptures
that Shaaltiel calls "bunkers."
Shaaltiel uses the military term
"bunker" in an ironical sense to
describe his sculptures. He feels that
people build bunkers around their
spirits and souls for protection, much
like the bunkers that are built to
protect people in the military.
"The irony in my work comes
from trying to imagine what kind of
protection you can get from a bun ker made out ol glass," Shaaltiel
explained.
His creative inspiration comes
out of both personal experience and
emotional expression. "I view my
work as an invitation for viewers to
put their imaginations to the test,"
Shaaltiel said.
After spending four years in the
Israeli army, Shaaltiel has come to
understand the desire to seek shelter
and he is trying to create a sense of
it in his woric. His"bunkers" are made
entirely out of glass because as
Shaaltiel explained44this is the material that best serves the concept of

i
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Students looks onto one of Eldad Scatlels "Bunker"
series sculptures.
strength that 1 am trying to create."
Working with glass is a part of a
family tradition for Shaaltiel.
"I have been working with glass
ever since I was tall enough to see
over a workbench," he said.
Shaaltiefs father, Joseph, was a student of Dada's Marcel Janco, and
he studied the technique of stained
glass in Paris. He then brought his
knowledge to Israel where he designed windows in several buildings both public and private.
Eldad Shaaltiel received his

BachelorofFine Artsin 1984 at the
Bezalel Art Academy in Jerusalem,
Israel. He then went on receive hisT
Master of Fine Arts with honors at^
Columbia University in 1988.
Since then Shaaltiel has done a f
wide variety of shows in both the*
United States and Israel. He was
invited to Hope College by Dr. Jack <
Wilson, professor of art history who <
discovered Shaaltiefs work through^
a New York City gallery owner.
Bertha Urdang, who has shown^
Shaaltiels' work several times.

Books on tape shorten the long drive
By R.G. Blair
book reviewer

Book Review

races have something to hide and
neither one of them had the best
The Gripping Hand
intentions.
Larry Niven and Jerry Poumelle
The book introduces the aliens as
Simon and Schuster Audio
Moties. They are named after the
$17.00
Mote, theredstar
the aliens'planet
Books on tape? It seems that more orbits. It tums out
and more books are being read into that the aliens
audio format. A bit skeptical my- must mate or
self, I bought a book for the car ride they die in about
back to Hope from break.
20 years. This
In 1974 Larry Niven and Jerry creates a trePoumelle released a book called The mendous popuMote in God's Eye. This book was lation explosion
an account of the first contact of so that although
man and another sentient race. the Modes' civiPoumelle has since written many lization is far older than that of the
novels in the same universe as this humans they are on equal terms
book, namely the CoDominium because the civilization periodically
novels and the War World novels. collapses due to population presThe Mote in God's Eye is a sure.
masterpiece; its portrayal of the first
The humans contact the Moties
contactis not oneof innocence. Both on the verge of another civilization

collapse. However, the aliens do not r
reveal this to the humans. The hu-<
mans finally realize the big picture^
through subtle clues.
To prevent the Moties from<
spreading into (
human star systems and wiping1
them out, the hu-^
mans impose a
blockade on thex
Motie s y s t e m s
This is accom-^
plished by the fact
that the only way^
between stars isv
via places known
as Alderson points. There is only^.
one Alderson point in Motie spacer
and the humans set up a fleet at the
other end to destroy any ships enter- r
ing human space.
(

movie for all the advertisements of
her prowess found in her videos. In
order to be fair, I even brought a
friend of mine who believes that
Madonna is a goddess to see this
movie. Even he was checking his
watch numerous times before the
movie was half over. From what I
know of Madonna fans, this seemed
an unusualreactionto afilmin which
she stars. The only well acted part
was that of the lawyer's wife. Aside
from that, the acting skills of the cast
were similar to that of cardboard.
The basic plot itself was tiresome. The lawyer defends a woman
accused of killing her lover. They
have sex. The woman is really into
sadomasochism. They have sex. The
lawyer, of course, is married; his
wife finds out and kicks him out of

woman. The good wife takes him
back. The End. Gee, how original/
My one-year-old nephewcouldhave*
written better and he isn't even old j
enough to eat solid foods.
I do not think that I even need to''
dignify this movie with a rating, butt
that is my job. SO, in order to fulfill
my duty I will rate it.
Robie Rating: 0.1*
y

see REVIEW page 8'

Madonna
by Sarabeth Robie
staff reporter
While perusing my choice of new
movies, I found that only one new
feature embodied both the sexual
and violent traits that have become
the typical American fare. I knew
that the new Madonna movie Body
of Evidence was a definite "must
see.
I was delighted to find that an
otherwise notoriously bad actress
had proven us wrong with a steUar
performance sure to be noticed at
the next Academy Awards.
You didn't believe that, did you?
Surely you didn't think that Madonna had been struck with a bolt of
acting talent from the heavens
above? I assure you this was not

even remotely the case. To say that
this movie was well acted is to say
that Orville Reddenbocker should
be a boxer.
The main premise of Body of
Evidence seemed to be that Madonna has breasts. For those of us
living in the United States in this
decade, this is no startling revelation. The rest of the movie held
similar surprises. In other words,
there were none.
Body of Evidence tries to be a
daring new suspense sex flick, with
little success. I have already explained that there was no suspense.
Not only that, but after four or five
sex scenes even hard-core Madonna
fans will be snoozin' in their seats.
Surely, one would think she could
muster up some exciting sex in this

the house. They have sex. Meanwhile, the woman is found "not
guilty." They have sex. At the end of
the movie we find that the woman is
guilty, and soon thereafter she is
killed by an ex-lover. They have
sex. No, not really, just kidding.
Not surprisingly, the lawyer is not
blamed at all for being unfaithful—
he is just a pawn of the evil other
Robie Rating S y s t e m

* You could have more fun picking lint from your navel
** This movie was as good as cherry flavored cough medicine
*** I had as much fun as I would on a Meijer run
postpone buying an Elvis stamp, see this movie instead (and
you know that you want that stamp!!)
• • • * • Better than watching your team go to the Superbowl three
years in a row
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Lace up your basketball
shoes and watch out for
PEPSI, PISTONS & PHELPS

Sponsored by
Creative Dining Services

You could be on your way to
a Detroit Pistons game on
February 23.
January 2 0 , 1 9 9 3
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From the Cheap Seats
Steve Shilling

The Loneliest Big Man
"li was a dark and stormy night." -Snoopy
It's Thursday and a tall and
very skilled basketball player
walks into the gym and grabs a
ball. He begins shooting jumper
after jumper and lay-up after
lay-up. Lefthand/righthand, now
a couple of dunks. The Shaler
High School boys basketball
team files in and this kid, who
towers over all of his new
teammates, takes a seat near the
sideline to watch, wondering
when he will get to play again.
He is all alone.
Danny Fortson is a two-time
all-state player in Pennsylvania,
and he's only a junior. He has
been touted by some as one of
the top 15 juniors in the country
and a "pedigreed inside player."
It's Friday now, game day,
and while Shaler falls to 3-3 on
their young season, Danny is
only a fixture on the bench,
slapping high-fives, cheering,
giving support. The only real
thing setting him apart from his
teammates is that he's in street
clothes.
I came across Danny
Fortson's story while watching a
newscast with a couple of
friends of mine. I didn't know a
lot of the story, but it seemed
pretty interesting.
From what I have learned,
Danny Fortson's eligibility was
challenged by a rival high school
because there was speculation
that Danny transferred to Shaler
High School solely for athletic
reasons.
At the time, of course, Danny
was averaging 32 points a game.
However, many feel that this
is a terrible injustice, that there
are other reasons that Danny
transferred besides basketball.
So with the heat of this
controversy looming in my
mind, I ask a friend of mine
what he knows. He's a high
school football referee and has a
lot more knowledge on the
situation than I could possibly
come up with.
He tells me that Danny
Fortson transferred to this high
school because his mother got a
new job in the area and it was
unavoidable. However this is

being challenged by the rival
high school on the grounds that
Mrs. Fortson's new employer has
a son on the Shaler basketball
team and seemingly had a hand
in the "recruiting" of Danny
Fortson. But to top all of this off,
Fortson had been suspended 90
days for fighting by Altoona
High School, his old school. The
fighting suspension, which would
have lasted most of the basketball
season, was also deemed as a
reason for Danny Fortson's
transfer.
Several weeks ago, a U.S.
District Judge upheld the athletic
association's one-year
suspension of Fortson for
violating transfer rules. The
judge felt that "the right to play
interscholastic sports is not
guaranteed by the U.S.
Constitution, that it is a privilege
and not a right."
The most interesting fact that 1
found in all of this was
something that my friend told me
about the two schools (Altoona
and Shaler). He said that Altoona
(Fortson's old school) always has
a pretty good team and did very
well in the state playoffs last
year.
On the other hand, Shaler (the
new school) always has a hard
time putting a competitive team
together and was something like
4-16 last year, and that while the
presence of Danny Fortson
certainly makes them a better
team, they are really in no
position to win a state—let alone
league—title with him.
I would also question why one
who really excels in basketball
would transfer from a winning
program to a losing one. It
doesn't seem to make a lot of
sense.
So what then?
Tom Konchalski, a college
basketball recruiting expert, had
the most sensible thing to say in
everything that I read about this.
"If he wasn't very good," he said,
"nobody would care if he
transfers. If the No. 1 chemistry
student at Altoona High School
transferred to Shaler, nobody
would care."

Freshmen swimmers shine
by Steve Shilling
sports editor
Both the men's and women's
swim teams raced to dual-meet
victories over Adrian College on
Saturday.
The men's team won 73-22,
making them 3-0 overall (2-0 in
MIAA). Peter Payette ('96) won the
100-meter breaststroke (1:12.31) as
well as the 100-meter backstroke
(1:07.56). The freestyle relay team
of Aaron Hoffman ('96), John
Housenga ('96), Shawn Kinser ('96)
and Jens Milobinski ('96) won with
a time of 1:37.09.
. The women won 9 4 4 5 to move
to 4-0 (3-0) in MIAA. The 200
medley relay team of Amy Bongers
('93), Jenny Hoeksema ('96),
Michelle Miller ('95) and Nicole
Lamkey ('95) won with a time of
2:10.859while the200freestyleteam

of Jenni Thomas ('96), Dawn
DeBoer ('96), Michelle Mojzak
('96) and Erin Alexander ('95) won
in 1:54 .84.
The teams travel to Indianapolis
this weekend for the University of
Indianapolis Invitational. They do
not return to swim at home until
February 6th, when they host Albion
in a MIAA dual meet.
NOTEBOOK
The women beat Calvin last
Tuesday 120-92, while the men
topped the Knights 129-90...Hope
has already had eight swimmers
qualify for the NCAA Division III
tournament. John Hescott ('93) in
the 100freestyle,JeffBannink('93).
Kirk Assink ('95), Steve Hope ('95)
and Hescott in the 800freestylerelay,
Dawn Hoving ('94) in the 100 and
200butterfly and the teamofJennifer
Noorman ('94), Teresa Kirkland
('96), Dawn and Kristen Hoving
('96) in the 800 freestyle relay.
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Bosma shoots big for Hope
Freshman
center makes
loss of Gugino
easier
by Todd P. Jungling
staff reporter
In the blink of an eye, freshman
center Duane Bosma made us all
forget about a former center legend.
Wade—Wade—Wade—dang it!
What was his last name anyway?
Last Saturday afternoon, Bosma
lit up the Holland Civic Center for
the equivalent of five touchdowns
and five PAT's. Count 'em, a career
high 35 points in all! He scorched
the nets on 15 of 21 from the field.
When Bosma wasn't scoring
(which was a rarity), Jeff DeMasse
('93) was connecting from behind
the three-point arc. Brad Duistermars
('95) was slashing to the hole, or
Hondo (alias Steve Hendrickson
('93)) was jamming, which brings
me to the play of the game.. .spelled:
A-L-L-E-Y O-O-P!
Suffice to say this: Hondo to
Bosma alley-oop set the fans dancing
in their seats.
Hope stayed ahead in the com fort
zone (a five- to 10-point lead)
throughout most of the game,
although the Flying Dutchmen
couldn't quite shake the pesky
Comets.
Since the Comets couldn' t pose a
significant threat late in the game,
the big question became whether or
not Hope could get to the century
mark. And then this guy wearing a
Cal Berkeley hat stood up and started
yelling, "We want one hundred!"
(Wait a minute...that was me.)
My wish was granted as Hope
defeated Olivet College 101-96.

'

/
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CENTER OF ATTENTION Duane Bosma ('QB) lets go of
a turn-around jumper for two of his 35 vs. Olivet
Coming up big for the Flying
Dutchmen were Bosma with 35,
Hendrickson with 18, Duistermars
with 17, and DeMasse with 16.
NOTEBOOK
The Flying Dutchmen won their
annual Russ DeVette Holiday
Tournament over Christmas Break

beating Trinity Christian (III.) 10680 and Grand Rapids Baptist 9681...through 12 games Bosma leads
the team in scoring average (16.7)
followed by Hendrickson (14.8) and
Mesecar(l2.9)...Hopeisoutscoring
theiropponents85.6-73.1pointsper
game.

Britons beat Dutch at buzzer
by Todd P. Jungling
staff reporter
The Britons are coming...the
Britons are coming! That was the
cry heard last Thursday night as the
Hope College Lady Dutch
entertained the Albion Britons.
For those of you who are not
Revolutionary War history buffs,
let me put it in more remedial terms.
See Spot run. He runs fast. Better? I
thought so.
Well, anyway... In what was
indubitably a good feeling to finally
return to the friendly confines of the
Dow Center (even with the sound of
racquetballs echoing in the distance
as we honored America with our
national anthem), the Lady Dutch
gave the fans their money's worth—
and unfortunately in the process
came to grips with the following
ancient proverb:
"That which goes around comes
around."
What am I talking about," you
ask. Well, let « e fast-forward you
39 minutes and 45 seconds into the
game. That's right you math
wizards—there's only 15 seconds
left in regulation. Not that the first
thirty-some-odd minutes were
boring—well, that is not if you tuned

MEN'S B ASKETTJ ALL:
Wed. Jan. 20,8 p.m.
• Adrian
Sat., Jan. 23,3 p.m.
* at Kalamazoo

into NBC's Cheers. Just kidding. (I
taped it!)
Like I said, there's 15 seconds
left and the guy sitting in the comer
wearing headphones is looking a tad
disappointed (he was tuned into
WJQ's broadcast of the men's loss
at Albion).
The Lady Dutch trail by four.
They have the ball under their own
basket. Katie Kowalczyk connects
from downtown for three! They trail
by a mere point. They quickly call
timeout and foul Albion. Under
extreme pressure the Albion gal
connects on only one of two from
the charity stripe. Albion's lead is
two. Then the heroics. As time
expires in regulation Kristin Carlson
kisses a five-footer off the board!
Instantly (even before you can say
Folgers Crystals), pandemonium
breaks out in the Dow. Let's go to
overtime.
With Hope riding the "Big Mo"
and playing on their home court, it
seemed like only a matter of time
before these Lady Dutch would hand
the Britons their 8th defeat of the
season. But in the overtime it was
Albion's turn for the heroics. As
Hope missed crucial free-throwsand
Jamie Crooks fouled out, Albion
provided truth to that ancient proverb

WOMENSBASKETBALL:
Wed., Jan. 20,8 p.m
• at Adrian
Sat., Jan. 23,3 p.m.
• Kalamazoo
Tues., Jan. 26,8 p.m
• Calvin

as they hit a heart-stopping buzzerbeater of their own. The final score
showed Albion on top 71-69.
Unanimous decision for the Hope
player of the game went to Jamie
Crooks with 19 points. With the
initials of J.C., is it really any
wonder? I mean, you have people
like Jimmy Carter, Johnny Carson,
and of course, Jimmy Connors who
share those initials. Even though it's
highly doubtful that Jamie is able to
walk on water, she did fool me into
thinking she was a southpaw. Her
left-handed hooks and passes were
things of beauty. In the end, however,
they just weren't quite enough.
Rounding out the unofficial
scoring (my scoring) for Hope was
Kristin Carlson with 17, Candy
Kalman with 10, Shelly Visser with
eight, Vonda Evers with seven (nice
game, Vonda), Katie Kowalczyk
with three, Sara Chase and Kuirsta
Campbell each with two, and Nicki
Mannes with a charity throw.
NOTEBOOK
Through 11 games, the Hying
Dutch were led in scoring by Carlson
(11.6), Crooks (10.4) and Mannes
(8.5)...Guard Shelly Visser ('93)
leads the team with 39assists...Guard
Katie Kowalczyk ('93) has canned
18 three pointers.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Fri.-Sat Jan 22-23
at Univ. of Indianapolis

«=
- MIAA opponent
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Tuttle returns to
Hope teaching,
acting and caring
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor
Dawn M. Tuttle (*83), will be
returning to the Hope College
Theatre this week to perform
Careless Love. The play will run
Wednesday through Saturday of
this week, at 8 p.m. in the Dewitt
studio theatre.
Tuttle was a theatre/English
major at Hope and then went on to
obtain her MFA in acting from the
University of Virginia. Tuttle also
appeared in Hope College's 1983
American College Theatre Festival
national award-winning production
of Tea and Symphony.
On Dec. 19, 1992, Tuttle
performed an off-broadway premier performance of Careless Love
on Dec. 19,1992. Careless Love, a
play in two acts, explores the
struggle of an unmarried couple as
they decide how to handle the
product of their careless love: an
unexpected pregnancy. The central
characters. Jack and Marty, face

many challenges as they deal with
their "little" problem.
The play also examines relationships, love and how much
people are capable of giving.
Careless Love was written by John
Olive, whose credits include the
play The Voice of the Prairie and
writing for the television series
Thirtysomething.
Tuttle will also be working with
Hope College classes while she
in town. She will be working with
acting classes by helping them
prepare monologues and audition
material. She will also be speaking
to students in Encounter With the
Arts classes about what it takes to
make it as a professional actor.
44
I am very excited about
Dawn's visit," said Acting IV
professor Diana Robins. "It's
obvious that Dawn really cares
about our students and that she has
very positive memories about the
time she spent at Hope College."
Tickets for Careless Love are
$3, and are on sale at the DeWitt
Center lobby ticket office.

New biochemistry
laboratory planned

*

chemistry; they are the ones deDr. Burnatowska-Hledin is
manding this type of experience," pleased with the fact that there will
she said.
soon be a laboratory for molecuter
The lab will be constructed in biology.
Biology and chemistry are be- part of the Peale science library,
"I will be happy if we have it in
coming less and less distinct sci- Currently, the area houses the sci- September," she remarked.
ences as t l r field of biochemistry ence library and the Peale MacinCurrently, two courses are being
expands. To acknowledge this ex- tosh computer lab.
offered that can take advantage of
pansion of biochemistry, a new
Students had expressed concern this lab: biochemistry, which fomolecular biology laboratory will over the possible destruction of the cuses on the molecular aspects of
be constructed in the Peale Science science library. The science library biology, and molecular biology, a
serves not only as class that further focuses on the role
Center integrating
a place for hous- ofDNA.*
the two disciing literature but
plines.
The biochemistry lab is now a
as
a
gathering
"Hope has been
half-semester two credit course.
place
for
Hope
traditionally diThere are no current plans to exscience
students.
vided into biology
pand the biochemistry lab program.
However, the
and chemistry,"
Besides using the lab in the curlab construction riculum, Dr. Burnatowska-Hledin
said Dr. Maria
plans will not call plans to use the new lab facilities
Burnatowskafor the destruction during the summer for biochemistry
Hledin, associate
ofthe library. The research. Currently she has three
professor of biolroom housing the students working for her as well as a
ogy and chemistry.
library will be di- technician. She sees this lab as a
"With the new
vided into two way that all of them can work withdevelopments in
rooms, and the out getting in each other's way.
biomedical
Macintosh lab
research, there is a
According to chemistry profeswill be moved sor Dr. William Mungall, the new
greater demand on
into a classroom lab will serve as an area to consolithe part of students
for that type of BURNATOWSKA-HLEDIN that adjoins the date the existing biochemistry and
training."
science library.
molecular biology equipment in
She also feels that the students
Dr. James Gentile, professor of Peale, as well as house new equipthemselves are demanding this biology, had expressed the hope that ment.
training.
the new lab would be finished by the
The funding for this lab has been
"A lot of the students from here end of the semester. However, work supported by the National Science
are going on to graduate schools, has not yet begun on the lab and the Foundation and the W.M. Keck
and a large percentage of them go original expectation of a fall finish Foundation, which have provided a
into biomedical and biochemical date seems to be the more realistic sum of $300,000 for use in lab
research as opposed to just pure one.
construction and instrumentation.
by Richard Blair
staff reporter

CLASSIFIEDS
COSMOS: You guys are the best. It
won't be the same without you. —
POKEY

ested call SteVe at 1-800-543-3792.

B R O T H E R S — T H E
CENTURIANS

ATTENTION BUSINESS students
and entrepeneurs: TASP Interna- USED BOOKS: $1.00 and up. InSNEAKY DOG, RAISIN,AND tional is looking for highly motivated cluding classics, art, women's studGERBEL: Thanx for being such great and responsible students to run their ies, and poetry. Across from
friends and not locking me in the own business over the summer. Earn Knickerbocker, 77 E. 8th, 393-8090.
closet! —FABULOUS
$7,000 to $10,000 while building
your resume and gaining valuable
job experience. Territories available BUNK: You are the best! Thanks
MUSICIANS WANTED: Need
in the Grand Rapids areas, Holland, for the awesome vacation! (By the
talented, committed Christian
Grand Haven, Niles Ionia and way Happy Birthday!)—BINK
drummers, guitarists (bass, rhythm,
Ludington. If interested call Steve
and lead) keyboardists, and vocals
at 1-800-543-3792.
EATING DISORDER SUPPORT
(male and female) for high school
GROUP: A support group for those
evangelistic ministry teams. Partial
support must be raised. One year QUOTE OF THE WEEK: "I want experiencing anorexia and/or
minimum commitment. Opportunity to see Madonna's movie, not be- bulimia and their families/friends.
for tons of experience, growth mu- cause I like her, but because I feel There is nocharge! Monday—7:30sically, and outreach. Contact ARC sorry for her. I want to analyze her. 8:30 p.m, at Forest View Hospital;
1055 Medical Park Dr. SE; Grand
She needs help." —Tanya
MINISTRIES 800-422-4383.
Rapids, MI 49546; (616) 942-9610.
Tuesday—1:30-8:30at Forest View
HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
Andrea
SUMMER MANAGEMENT OPFamily & Community Outreach
PORTUNITIES: Earn $7000 to and Scott—
Your friend —D. Center; 1832 Baldwin, Jenson, MI
$ 10,000this summer managing your
49428; (616)457-4111.
own business for Triple 'A' Student
GUNT:Don'tforget the subject! I'll
Painters. Gain job experience and
miss you. —GOLDILOCKS ERIKA L.: Hey Baby! Thanks for
build your resume while managing
DORIANS: What's up? How was being an awesome roommate!
your business. Available areas are
your break? Did you miss us? We Here's to our last semester! —T.
Grand Rapids, Holland, Grand Hamissed you! YOUR LOVING
ven, Ludington and Niles. If inter-

WELCOME BACK
CENTURIANS

ARTHUR VICTOR PAINTING
INC. is recruiting branch managers
for summer '93. Experience helpful, but not necessary; complete
training and sealed support. High
income potential, call 1-800-7754745.

be available for outstanding
applicants. Minimum GPA 3.0 The
department also features a summer
research program for under
graduates, paying $2,500 for 12
weeks of training. Contact Dr. Akins
at 313-577-0419, or write the
Department of Biochemistry, 540
East Canfield, Detroit, MI 48201,
for applications and information or
to arrange a visit. WSU is an
Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer.

LIBBIE: Let'sdolunch! —TANYA

LINDA, LEANNE, PAN &
JUANITA: Let's go dancing! —
TANYA

SIDEKICK: Take care and stay out
of trouble.—JANE

ANCHOR STAFF: Thanks for everything guys. It was fun working
with you. —JANE

LEADERSHIP-FRIENDSHIPSERVICE!! Rush Alpha Phi
Omega, the National Co-ed service
fraternity! Details coming soon.

GRADUATE STUDIES IN BIOCHEMISTRY, MOLECULAR
GENETICS, CELL AND CANCER BIOLOGY, PROTEIN
STRUCTURE
AND
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY in the
Department of Biochemistry at
Wayne State University School of
Medicine. $ 19,600 stipends include
$12,000salary, full tuition and health
insurance. Special fellowships may

To the LAFFY TAFFY LADIES in
Philly: WE MISS YOU!!! We're all
over it... — You know who.

To the same people in Philly: Is that
the Village People?? Could it be?
Could it be? —R.G.B.

SUSAN....Three down, one to go!
9:30, right? Call me! Catch you later
—Dirk

R. A. S"MR
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Review—
Continued from page 4
The Gripping Hand starts 25
years later with his excellency
Horace Hussein Bury, a trading
magnate. He had been forced to serve
the Empire of Man in eradicating
dissention while the empire focused
on maintaining the blockade. Bury
is paranoid that the Moties with get
into human space. This paranoia
stems from an unpleasant encounter
he had with a semi-senlient Motie
species.
Bury has increasing suspicions
that the blockade is not holding. He
joumys to the blockade fleet to see
for himself if the blockade is holding.
It tums out that the Moties are

about to break out of their blockade
and it is up to Bury and others to
come to a peaceable accord.
The book was well written and it
was interesting to listen to it, but
some of the finer points of the story
were tost on me. The audio format
does not lend itself well to going
back a couple of pages and rereading a passage. After listening to the
tapes for a while these points were
picked up, but it would have been
nice to have realized them earlier.
With only one reader it was a bit
hard to focus on the different characters. Jay 0 . Sanders does an excellent voice characterization of
Bury, but for other characters, his

characters are a little less defined.
Another factors hard to discern
were scene changes. It was often
difficult to understand where the
character was at the moment.
The most obtuse section of the
book was, however, the space battle.
It was almost impossible to focus on
what was happening.
All in all the book on tape is
excellent for solo car trips requiring
something to maintain alertness. The
parts that I listened to while driving
seemed clearer than the parts that I
listened to when I finished my trip.
It seems books on tape make a
great car ride companion, though
they are a bit costly.

King

Fun Fact:
The first recorded
newspaper was the
Roman Acta Diurna
(c. 59 B.C.)

The mission of Inklings is to provide a forum for ideas for
the Hope College community and the community-at-large.
Inklings accepts articles on all topics, written in any genre,
be it commentary, exposition, or satire.
* Literary w o r k s are welcome.
* Class p a p e r s are particularily suitable.
Note: Deadline for the winter edition is March 1st
WRITE

FOR INKLINGS

SAVE

On Replacement
Soft Contact Lenses!

$ m §

o Concerned?
o
CD

3
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Pregnancy?
BirtnControl?
SexuallvTransmitted
Diseases?
AIDS?

Call X7585

Confidential counseling
Free Pregnancy Testing

Hope College
HEALTH CLINIC

( 2 ! AL E N D A l l O F E V E N T S
Arts & Entertainment
SAC movie Jan. 22-24 Under Seige, Fri. and Sat. 7:00 & 9:00 p.m.,
Sun. 6:00 p.m.
Knickerbocker Theatre Jan. \b'21 Beautiful Dreamers 7:00 and 9:10 nightly
except Jan. 16 at 1:00 and 3:30 p.m. only
Jan. 22-28 A Brief History of Time. 7 and 9 nightly
Art ExhibitionJan. 8-31, Nicole Carstens, "Sculpture from
Amsterdam," DePree Art Gallery
Great Performance Series Thurs. Jan. 21, Colorado String Quartet, Dimnent
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Careless Love A 3 person play from New York. Jan. 20-23,8 p.m. in
DeWitt Studio Theatre. Tickets $3.

Campus Events
Tickets for "An Evening With Langston and Martin" (with Danny Glover and Felix Justice, Feb. 7) On sale
to Hope students today through Friday, $2.
Fantasia tickets On sale starting Tues., Jan. 2 6 , 8 a.m., DeWitt Lobby
Senior Orientation Session Wed. Jan. 20,4-5 p.m., Cook Auditorium, DePree
IM Supervisors In Service Training Session Wed. Jan. 20, Dow 201, required
Seminar Thurs. Jan. 21, Dave Plaggemars, "How to Spot
Problem Drinking: A Thinking Person's Game," 7
p.m., Maas Conference Rm. All welcome.
Sorority rush Begins Sun., Jan. 24
Geology Seminar Fn. Jan. 22, "Crustal Extension of the Central Alps,"
2:30 p.m. in Peale B44
Senior Sequence Sat. Jan. 23,9 a.m. in Maas Auditorium. Call Career
Planning and Placement Office for details (7950)

SeeQuence, NewVues or Acuvue
Everything you want In replacement
soft lenses. Even fashion tlntsl

Ask our Pharmacist about Contact
Replacements
-Check our low prices!
phone: 394-4866 or 396-0098
Most Contact Lenses A v a l l s b l e In 48 hours

LET YOUR MIND BE SET FREE!

Mail articles to: Inklings; Office of Student Development;
Dewitt Center; Hope CoUege; Holland, MI 49423

Source:
The Concise Columbia Encyclopedia. Avon Books

Campus Events (cont.)
PICAS Summer Language Fellowships info meeting Mon. Jan. 25,4 p.m. in Fried International Center
European Urban Term info meeting Tues. Jan. 26, 2:30 p.m. in Fried International Center

If it's all Greek
to you...

\
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Come study the ancient languages
with those who will help you apply them
to today's contemporary issues.
Our graduates go on to serve in pastoral
ministry, counseling, youth ministry, family
ministry, urban ministry and a great variety of
other Christian vocations, as well as teaching in
colleges and seminaries.
We offer eleven MA programs (including Counseling. Youth Ministry, and Christian Education), the \
Master of Divinity, and the Master of Theology, and we
offer competitive financial aid packages.
Call us today to learn more about these programs.
You may even want to begin with our Independent
Study Program offered by correspondence.

Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary
130 Essex Street, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982

Call 1-800-428-7329

Student Organizations
Sign Language Club Tues., 8 p.m. in Voorhees Basement, Maas Rm
Fellowship of Christian Students Mon., 9:00 p.m. in Maas Auditorium
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Fri., 8:30 in Maas Conference Rm
Students for Christ Tues. 9:00 p.m. in Maas Conference Rm.
Debate Team Mon., 7-9 p.m. in Lubbers 103
Forensics Association •
Mon. 9:00 p.m. in Lubbers 103 (Call Alspach x7594)
ACOA - (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Tues. 9:00 p.m. Sligh bldg. rm. 20) Contact Darrell
Schregardus (x7950)
Environmental Issues Group Wed., 6:00 p.m. in Lubbers 101
Amnesty International Wed. Jan. 20,8:00 p.m. in Barber Rm., Phelps
Black Coalition •
Tues. Jan. 26,6:45-7:45 p.m., Otte Rm., Phelps
Student Congress •
Thurs., 9:30 p.m. in Maas Conference Rm. Public
welcome
Nurses Christian Fellowship Hope-Calvin Nursing Students; Thurs. 3:30 p.m. in
Calvin North Hall Rm. 268
PRIDESun. 8:00 p.m., Snow Auditorium; call Jeremy Monty
(x6496) for info
Women's Issues Organization Tues., 4:30 p.m. in WI Center, Chapel Basement

Call The Anchor (x7877) with additional times and dates of campus events
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• B t r n t s - H I n d • Amtrlcon Hydron • Johnson & Johnson

if:
rV:

The 1992-1993 academic year m a r k s the tenth year of Inklings, a
f o r u m magazine published by students.

STORES

• Bausch K Lomb • Clba Vision • Cooptr Vision

;

Continued from page 1
department of religious studies at
the University of Capetown, South
Africa, was on hand to present
greetings from South Africa. He is
Hope's 1993 Northrup Lecturer.
Mazamisa's daughter, Phumla,
is a sophomore at Hope. She offered
explanation of the impacts of the
celebration coming from South
Africa.
"It's very interesting because the
situation in South Africa with the
blacks and the blacks here is similar,"
Phumla said. "We felt a solidarity
with the people here just like they
felt solidarity with us there."
"We shouldn 't forget that it lakes
more than just the law to give
freedoms," she continued. "It's
ultimately the people that make the
decision. What Martin Luther King
said here is important with the blacks
in South Africa as well as with the
blacks in the Stales."
Telecasts of the event will later
be shown on channel 6 on
Continental Cablevision.

jrDRUG

The Anchor photo-contest deadline is February 28
See previous issue for rules or stop by The Anchor office.
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Hope College De Witt Center
P.O. Box 9000
Holland, Ml 49422-9000
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